
Parabolas and hyperbolas scaffolding sheet, to use for help when doing questions

FIRST STEP: Draw a diagram. Put in the information from the question. You'll use your 
diagram to see if your final answers look right.

SECOND STEP is often to translate between the Cartesian equation of the curve (the x,y 
form) and the parametric form (the t-form). Use the formula book to help you with this. 

If the question mentions the focus and directrix of a parabola, use the formula book to find
them. Every point on the parabola is the same distance from the focus point as from the 
directrix line.

THIRD STEP is usually to find a tangent (or a normal, or two tangents, or two normals...)

Find general t-formula for slope of tangent = dy/dx = (dy/dt) / (dx/dt) = 

Slope of normal is −1/slope of tangent =



Then plug the slope m and the point (x1,y1)=(at2,2at) or (ct,
c
t

) into y−y1=m(x−x1)

You may just be asked to find the equation of a line connecting two points on the curve (a 

chord). Use y− y1=
( y2− y1)
(x2−x1)

.(x−x1)

FOURTH STEP may be to find where two tangents, or a tangent and a line, or two 
normals, or whatever, intersect. Use simultaneous equations for that (or just plug in x=−a 
if you're finding a point of intersection with the directrix, y=0 if you're finding a point of 
intersection with the x-axis)

Or it may be to find the points at which two tangents (or two normals) are drawn, given 
their point point of intersection. For that, plug the x,y numbers for the point of intersection
into your general equation for tangents (or normals), to turn that equation into an equation 
where t is now the unknown, not a constant. Solve to find two values of t.

If you're asked where the tangent or a normal at the point when t=p meets the curve again, 
plug the general point (at2,2at), or (ct,c/t), into the tangent or normal equation and you will 
get a quadratic in t. You know t=p is one root of that quadratic. Use sum of roots to find 
the other root.

Area of triangle = ½base×height is really three formulas, since every triangle has three 
bases and three heights. If you're asked to find an area, work out which base-and-height 
pair you know.


